UniversalCredit.com
1-888-212-4200

Universal Credit Services
How To Improve Your Supplement Turn Times
Let’s work together and close transactions quicker for you and your customer.
We already know how to Request a Supplement, but did you know there are a few
things you can do to get your supplements quicker?

Here’s how:
At the Time of Your Initial Supplement Request provide the following:
1. Important: Contact Number for the Consumer & All Required Information
Supplement Requests that include all the required information can be processed faster!

IMPORTANT:
Customer Phone
Number is required
to complete the
conference call
Verify “Ordered by”
and “Email”

Give specific
instructions for
your request.
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2. A Current Statement showing next due date for this month or future month
3. Printed Payment History
Uploading a printed payment history will show timely payments covering the gap since the account last
reported, as well as the current balance and the date and amount next due. This is helpful as some
creditors do not work with third parties; only verify through faxing which can take several days; or do
require a conference call which can cause delays.

Examples:

4. Hand Signed Borrower Authorization (How to download an authorization)
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5. Any Additional Documentation from the creditor showing the details you
need verified.
Examples:
For Student Loan payment plans a website screen shots or letter showing the status and payment
for each loan.
Disbursement
Date

Loan
Program

12345

2/14/2019

ABC2221

67899

10/11/2017

ABC3442

Loan#

Original
Loan
Amount

Principle
Balance

Monthly
Payment
Amount

Repayment
Term

8235

8624.97

21.22

138 Months

0%

0

7906

8298.55

21.38

143 Months

0%

0

Interest

Days
Delinquent

For Mortgage account verification for escrow and property address

Partial account numbers – For many credit cards we need full account numbers to quickly update the
account information. While some have all 16 digits of the account reporting (such as a Bank of America or
Credit One), others such as JPMCB, and some Citi, Sync, or Commenity accounts do not. Others,
including Barclays or Amex, use consumer numbers to mask the real card number. However, we can still
verify with the last parts of the card numbers found on statements (does not need to be current), account
summaries (shown below), or the card itself (can be added in the additional instructions section when
submitting a supplement).

6. Recent Payoff Statement (Provide a payoff statement)
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TIP - Did You Know?
Most creditors have the ability for your borrower to obtain these
documents or screenshots of the data from their websites. Ask your
borrower to obtain these documents for you. Things will go much
quicker.

Let's Work Together to Reduce your Supplement Turn Times!
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